VeneziaInBiblioteca (VeniceInLibrary)

The Library is both an archive and a working library. It is the active witness of the memory of a community. The voices from cinema and literature that were conceived, created and lived in Venice are part of VeneziaInBiblioteca section. There is a welcoming reading room equipped with computers with internet access for consultation and research.

VeneziaInCinema (VeniceInCinema)

Since the time of the Lumière brothers, Venice has been selected as the setting of hundreds of films. This initiative also includes DVDs of concerts, TV productions, Theatrical events and documentaries. It aims to show and promote film productions set in the city.
People can watch films in streaming using the internet. The films are catalogued by genre and have a personal chart with information on content and technical details.

VeneziaInLetteratura (VeniceInLiterature)

Venice has always inspired writers and literary personalities as the setting of their works. Online selections are periodically available, providing information on the previous collections of the Library as well as new editorial works.
The complete bibliographic archive, whose volumes can be requested at the library desk, can be consulted on the computers.